
SENATE.... No. 309.

In Senate May 18, 1871.

The Committee on Expenditures, to whom was committed so
much of the governor’s address as relates to taxation of savings
banks, have considered the proposition submitted to them by
that reference to be this :

Do the one hundred and thirty-six millions of dollars now on
deposit in savings banks bear their full share of the public tax-
ation ? Or, in other words, would that amount of money, now
placed in these banks by four hundred and eighty-nine thou-
sand persons, pay, or be subject to a larger tax if it was in the
pockets or under the exclusive control of the several depositors ?

If the problem was to be considered in the simple light of a tax
upon property, under the powers conferred by the constitution
(part 2, chap. 1, sect. 1, art. 4), the solution would be an easy
one. An investigation into the personnel of the depositors them-
selves, the several amounts to their credit, and the exemptions
of existing laws affecting them, would reveal facts from which
there could be no appeal, and which could hardly give rise to
discussion.

This was the ground upon which the earlier legislation on
this subject stood. The Acts of 1851, chapter 258, and 1852,
chapter 132, were passed with the intent to reach individual de-
positors, making those taxable who were fairly entitled to be,
and to prevent persons of property from making the banks
keepers of considerable sums, on account of the exemption from
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taxation. An experience of ten years, however, proved the in-
efficiency of the law. What with fictitious names, names of
non-residents, trustee accounts, names of children and of un-
recognized women, a very small tax only was collected. So the
legislature, under the pressure of the demands of the war, dis-
carded a system, which, though just in theory, proved futile in
practice ; and adopted another by chapter 224, section 4, Acts
1852, which absolutely false in theory, and unjust to thousands
of depositors, has yielded nevertheless great revenues to the
State without seriously distressing anybody.

The supreme court has sustained the constitutionality of this
statute, against the protest of the savings banks, by determin-
ing that the tax levied under it is not a tax on the property be-
longing to or held by these corporations, but is in the nature of
an excise or duty on their franchises, or their rights granted
them by the legislature, to use, exercise and enjoy corporate
privileges (Commonwealth v. Provident Institution for Sav-
ings, 12 Allen, 312 ; Commonwealth v. People’s Five Cents
Savings Bank, 6 Allen, 428) ; and thus the more difficult prob-
lem is advanced, how shall the value of that franchise be meas-
ured or graduated ? The clause of the constitution already
quoted, provides that the levy of taxes shall be “ proportional
and reasonable ”

; and the statute of 1862, chapter 224, adopts
as a rule for determining the amount on which the tax shall be
assessed to each bank, “ the average amount of its deposits for
the six months next preceding ” a given day, no matter whether
that amount be in the bank at the day of making such assess-
ment, or be paid out, invested in other taxable property, or
lost.
If this should be assumed to be a “ proportional and reasonable”

standard of valuation as among the banks themselves, because
it graduates the amount of excise on each franchise according
to the capacity of the corporation for business, and the value of
the privilege it exercises under its charter, it by no means fol-
lows that it is “ proportional and reasonable ” as between the
banks and “ all the inhabitants of, and persons resident, and
estates lying within the Commonwealth ”

; nor does it afford
any certain rule by which to determine what rate of taxation
should be fixed upon the amount so determined. Under the
decision of the court, which says the tax is to be levied on the
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franchise, we are called upon to say what that franchise is
worth as a subject of taxation. Now a savings bank neither
discounts, nor has a circulation, nor issues stock. It can only
receive savings within a certain amount, and loan them out or
invest them, within narrow limits, as the statute prescribes.
This is, certainly, a very limited privilege, and cannot fairly be
put upon the same footing as those possessions and estates
which are wholly and unrestrictedly under the direction and
control of their owners. The changes which have been made
in the law within the nine years it has stood upon the statute
book, bear witness to the uncertainty of the public mind upon
this question, as well as to the inherent difficulties which
always appear when a false theory is made the basis of legis-
lation.

Whether , therefore, the present rate of taxation is “ propor-
tional and reasonable,” is the question which your Committee
has to answer ; and it seems impossible to arrive at any conclu-
sion except by a comparison with the average rate levied upon
other “ inhabitants and estates,” because this tax, no matter
under what assumption of law it is imposed, is in its essence and
operation simply an excise upon property. The burden falls
directly upon the depositors; for the money paid by the banks
in discharge of the levy must necessarily be deducted, in equal
propertion,|from the sum due each depositor; the gain and
profit for each being lessened, or the loss borne increased, by
the amount paid to the State as a tax. In taxing any other
corporation, it is the rule to take the fair market value of the
stock, and lay the tax upon that as upon any other property ;

and as savings banks have no stock, and only deposits of money,
a considerable part of which are exempt from taxation, the only
fair way seems to be to take the amount of the deposits, ascer-
tain as near as may be how much would be exempt if out of
the banks, and impose the average rate of tax upon the bal-
ance ; or what is easier (and the course adopted by the stat-
ute), put such a rate upon the whole, as bears the same pro-
portion to the average rate, that the amount subject to taxation
bears to the whole amount of deposit.

The average rate levied in the State last year was 1 1^5- per
centum (or f 15.44 on a thousand dollars) upon the property
subject to taxation under the present system of valuation. The
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rate levied upon savings banks was $7.50 on the thousand, or
about one-half the average rate, and was laid upon the average
sum of deposits on hand in every month of the year. A com-
parison is therefore immediately instituted between the methods
of valuation practised in the two cases, to determine if equal
justice is done in bringing to light the full value in each.
From the evidence submitted, of the valuation placed upon
property by the assessors in the different cities and towns of the
Commonwealth,—varying from fifty per centum of fair market
value to par ; and without estimating the amount of personal
property which escapes entirely,—admitted on all sides to be
large,—it is believed to be a very liberal estimate, which as-
sumes that 80 per centum of the real value of property was
reached and taxed.* But in the savings banks every dollar is
reached and taxed; and the first step, therefore, towards plac-
ing the two descriptions of property on an equal footing, is to
deduct from the total of deposits the same percentage which it
is admitted escapes from all other classes. This would reduce
the taxable amount to 80 per centum of the total. To the ob-
jection, if made, that the fact that evasion and wrong is prac-
tised in one case, furnishes no excuse for failing to levy upon
all property which can be found and reached in the other, your
Committee has only to reply, that the question submitted to
them relates only to a comparison of the rates, as affixed under
existing circumstances, of which this escape of 20 per centum
of property at large is an undisputed one, to the benefit of
which, for the purposes of this discussion, the banks are cer-
tainly entitled. In addition to this it appears from the last
report of the commissioner (Pub. Doc. No. 8, p. 136) that the
banks hold in U. S. bonds the sum of $28,170,799, which must
be discharged from all tax by local authorities, by whoever
held, and it must therefore be exempted from the enumeration.
It amounts to a little more than 17 per cent, of the whole de-
posit, and reduces the taxable amount to 63 per centum.

It further appeared in evidence that a large sum is on deposit,

� In making the annual valuation it is well known that assessors do not expect to
reach all personal property. Large amounts will escape their most vigilant inquiries;
and this is so true in all communities, that the most experienced and thoughtful investi-
gators of the subject recommend exemption of all personal property from taxation, and
the raising ofnecessary sums in other methods; both for the sake of more equal distri'
bution of the burden, and for the improvement of the public morals.
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the property of persons residing out of the State, attracted to
these banks by the higher rates of interest, and their more lib-
eral and accommodating customs. The evidence tended to
show that at least 8 per cent, of the total was of this descrip-
tion ; and as no one can pretend that these sums, if not in our
savings banks, would be within reach of our local assessors, this
also must be exempted, still further reducing the taxable
amount to 55 per centum.

Besides this, there are three classes of property exempt from
taxation, large amounts of which are naturally in the hands of
the banks; in fact the banks are largely chartered to take
charge and care of two of these especial classes.

Ist. “ The property to the amount of $5OO of a widow or
unmarried female, and of any female minor, whose father is
deceased, if her whole estate, real and personal, not otherwise
exempted from taxation does not exceed in value the sum of
$1,000.” (Gen. Stats, ch. 11, § 5.)

2d. “ The polls, and portion of the estates of persons, who
by reason of age, infirmity and poverty, are, in the judgment of
the assessors, unable to contribute fully towards the public
charges.” (G. S., ch. 11, § 5.)

3c?. “ The personal property of literary, benevolent and
charitable institutions incorporated within this Commonwealth ”

* * * “ and of incorporated agricultural societies.”
(G. S., ch. 11, § 5.)

How much is held by depositors who would be exempt as
fairly belonging to the first two classes enumerated above, it is
impossible to prove; but the testimony of the officers of the
banks, that one-third of the whole deposit is held in sums of
from $5 to $250, and an examination of the classes of the
community from which the depositors are chiefly drawn, as
shown by the following tables, will aid in arriving at a conclu-
sion.

From returns submitted, it appears that of the whole num-
ber of depositors, there are—-

Males, 52 per cent.
Females, 48 per cent. = 100.
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Classified as to occupation as follows:
1. Public officers and professional men, . 3 per cent
2. Artists and mechanics,

. . . 20 “

3. Laborers,
. . . . . . 21 “

4. Merchants, clerks and traders, . . 10 “

5. Servants and waiters,
. . . 7 “

6. Soldiers and seamen, . . . 12 “

7. Children, women and others, whose
occupation is unknown,. . .27 per cent. = 100.

Certainly the 3d, sth, 6th, and a considerable portion of the
2d, 4th and 7th classes, would unavoidably fail to be reached,
by the most faithful of local assessors. If it should be assumed
that the 33 per cent, of deposits, in bonds from $5 to $250,
represents fairly the proportion held by these classes, under the
exemption of the law, it will reduce the net amount available
for the full average rate of taxation to 22 per cent.! If the 20
per cent, claimed as above, to equalize valuation with that of
other property, is waived, it still furnishes only 42 per cent, of the
whole, subject to average rate ; which would yield considerably
less revenue to the State, than it derives under the present law.

The Committee have endeavored to ascertain how far the
banks are open to the charge, of becoming the depositaries of
capitalists, placing large sums in them for the purpose of evad-
ing taxation.

The amount of tax paid by the banks to the general govern-
ment, at the rate of one-half of one per centum on all sums of
1500 and over, furnishes the best test for determining how
much is held in what may be considered large sums. This tax
last year amounted to $258,083.37, or one-half of one per cen-
tum on $51,616,774; or nearly 38 per centum of the whole
amount of deposits. This includes the sum of $31,900,000
held in sums of $l,OOO and upwards, of which, accounts opened
with a first deposit of $l,OOO, amount to . $8,519,000 00
Accounts, 1 to 5 years, in accumulating to

$l,OOO, 10,703,000 00
Accounts, 5 years and upwards, in .accumu-

lating to $l,OOO, ..... 12,678,000 00
Balance in sums of $5OO to $l,OOO, . . 19,716,774 00

$61,616,774.00
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If all this should be taken to be the property of capitalists
and subject to full rates of taxation, it would yield an amount
much less than the receipts as now obtained. But, in fact, this
includes nearly all of the deposits from out of the State (stated
as above, to equal eight per cent, of whole deposit), and also a
large amount from the classes exempted by provisions 1 and 3
of the General Statutes, chapter 11, section 5, quoted above.
Nevertheless, with regard to a large part of this $51,616,774,
it is undoubtedly true that it does belong to people, able to take
care of their own property, and who put it into the banks to
secure the high rates of interest, and the exemption from tax-
ation. And that this is so, in the opinion of your Committee,
the legislation of the State is responsible. As before stated,
prior to the Act of 1862, the depositor was taxed. If he was
poor, or in the exempted classes, he paid nothing. If he was
rich, or non-exempt, he paid full tax, the same as on any other
property. If we had the same law to-day, and it could be en-
forced, the poor widow, the female minor, the non-resident, the
common laborer, would not be taxed three-quarters of one per
cent, on his or her hard earnings, that the rich man’s thousands
might escaph one-half of their fair liabilities. But the impos-
sibility of coping with the evasions practised, led to a compro-
mise with principle ; which, working injustice to large classes
in the community, is perhaps as nearly right, nevertheless, as
any that could be devised. To increase the rate levied upon
the banks, is, of course, to increase the measure of this injus-
tice ; and the number of persons upon whom the burden would
fall, is incalculably greater than of those who would be reached
by it in the interests of justice.

In view of all these considerations, your Committee is irre-
sistibly forced to the conclusion, that the present rate is as
large as can be honestly and fairly imposed. Because this
large sum of money ($136,000,000) is in sight and can be
reached, is certainly no reason for imposing a higher rate of
taxation upon it, than it would naturally or legally pay if in the
hands of its owners. It is believed that the analysis furnished
above will satisfy any one, that it does now pay its full share of
the pubic taxation, and that in the hands of its owners, the re-
ceipts by the State would be far less than they now are.

The growth and development of the savings banks of Massa-
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chusetts is one result of our institutions, of whicli we may well
feel proud. It is without parallel in history, that such a spirit
of economy and thrift has been stimulated among a people, and
such large sums of money have been cared for by men, under
the pressure of no responsibility except that of public opinion,
at so small an expense, and with such almost unexceptionable
integrity. Nearly one-third ofall the population are to-day de-
positors ; and there is not a woman, a child, or a foreigner,
however ignorant, that does not understand about our savings
banks, their advantages, their security and their liberality. They
have become the chief, almost the only place of deposit for all
the industrious working classes, and have proved one of the
most effective methods ever devised for approximating the la-
boring man to the advantages and importance of the capitalist.
The little savings, of no appreciable value when in the pockets
of each depositor, and too often a temptation to dissipation or
extravagance, become, when aggregated in the banks, the great
sums which, flowing out through the channels of enterprise,
dot our country with happy frugal homes, or.fill our cities with
costly and elegant structures, and our streets with the activity
and din of business. And each depositor, whether his part be
$lO or $l,OOO, reaps his full share of the advantage, and is
entitled to his full allowance of the credit.

The banks should be jealously guarded, watched and scruti-
nized. The faults and imperfections of all human systems at-
tach to them ; but while kept within their proper limits, every
possible facility should be given them to carry out the great
work of good to which they are adapted, and every unnecessary
impediment should be removed. As was well said by the com-
missioner in his report for 1869 (p. 117), the present “ rate of
taxation, with such taxes as are paid to the general govern-
ment, and necessary expenses of banks, seems to be as high
as can be paid by a majority of them without endangering
their future success.”

And we therefore report that any further legislation looking
to an increase of such rate is inexpedient.

For the Committee,

STEPH’N M. CROSBY, Chairman.


